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(54) DISPLAY DEVICE

(57) A display device comprises a pixel array, a shift
register, and a node controller. In the pixel array, data
lines and gate lines are defined, and pixels are arranged
in a matrix. The shift register comprises a plurality of stag-
es connected as a cascade, and sequentially supplies
gate pulses to the gate lines. The node controller controls
the nodes in the shift register. The shift register’s ith stage
comprises a pull-up transistor, a pull-down transistor, a
start controller, and a QB node discharge controller. The

node controller’s first reset signal generator consists of
a gate electrode connected to a gate-low voltage input
line, a drain electrode connected to a high-potential volt-
age input line, and a source electrode connected to a
first reset signal input line. The first reset signal generator
charges the first reset signal input line in response to a
turn-on voltage applied to the gate-low voltage input line,
during the vertical blanking interval of each frame.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a display device
that can reduce the size of drive circuits.

Discussion of the Related Art

[0002] In a display device, data lines and gate lines are
arranged to intersect at right angles, and pixels are ar-
ranged in a matrix. Video data voltages to be displayed
are applied to the data lines, and gate pulses are sequen-
tially supplied to the gate lines. Pixels on display lines to
which gate pulses are supplied are supplied with video
data voltages, and video data is displayed as all the dis-
play lines are sequentially scanned by the gate pulses.
[0003] A gate driver for supplying gate pulses to the
gate lines on the display device typically comprises a
plurality of gate drive integrated circuits (hereinafter,
"IC"). Each gate drive IC basically comprises a shift reg-
ister because it has to sequentially output gate pulses,
and may comprise circuits and output buffers, for adjust-
ing the output voltage of the shift register according to
the driving characteristics of the display panel.
[0004] In the display device, the gate driver which gen-
erates gate pulses, i.e., scan signals, may be implement-
ed in the form of a gate-in-panel (hereinafter, "GIP") con-
sisting of a combination of thin-film transistors, on the
bezel of the display panel where no image is displayed.
The GIP-type gate driver has a number of stages corre-
sponding to the number of gate lines, and the stages
output gate pulses to the gate lines on a one-to-one basis.
[0005] A GIP-type shift register can reduce the manu-
facturing costs of drive circuits because it can take the
place of a gate drive IC. However, the increasing com-
plexity of GIP circuits often increases the number of driv-
ing signals applied to the GIP circuits. Applying more
driving signals to GIP requires the addition of more cir-
cuits for generating those driving signals. This results in
an increase in the size of circuits in display devices, and
redesigning should be done to connect drive circuits and
a GIP circuit section.

SUMMARY

[0006] An exemplary embodiment of the present in-
vention provides a display device comprising a pixel ar-
ray, a shift register, and a node controller. In the pixel
array, data lines and gate lines are defined, and pixels
are arranged in a matrix. The shift register comprises a
plurality of stages connected as a cascade, and sequen-
tially supplies gate pulses to the gate lines. The node
controller controls the nodes in the shift register. The shift
register’s ith stage comprises a pull-up transistor, a pull-
down transistor, a start controller, and a QB node dis-

charge controller. The node controller’s first reset signal
generator consists of a gate electrode connected to a
gate-low voltage input line, a drain electrode connected
to a high-potential voltage input line, and a source elec-
trode connected to the first reset signal input line. The
first reset signal generator charges the first reset signal
input line in response to a turn-on voltage applied to a
gate-low voltage input line, during the vertical blanking
interval of each frame.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] The accompanying drawings, which are includ-
ed to provide a further understanding of the invention and
are incorporated in and constitute a part of this specifi-
cation, illustrate embodiments of the invention and to-
gether with the description serve to explain the principles
of the invention. In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a display device accord-
ing to an exemplary embodiment of the present in-
vention;
FIG. 2 is a view of a GIP circuit section according to
the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a view of one of the stages shown in FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 is a timing diagram of inputs to and outputs
from the GIP circuit section;
FIG. 5 is a view for explaining a frame period;
FIG. 6 is a view for explaining the fall time of a gate
pulse;
FIG. 7 is a waveform diagram of a simulation result
of a first reset signal generated by the GIP circuit
section according to the present invention; and
FIG. 8 is a timing diagram of a first reset signal gen-
erated by a drive circuit according to a comparative
example.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0008] Hereinafter, exemplary embodiments of the
present invention will be described in detail with refer-
ence to the attached drawings. Throughout the specifi-
cation, like reference numerals denote substantially like
components. In describing the present invention, a de-
tailed description of known functions or configurations
related to the present invention will be omitted when it is
deemed that they may unnecessarily obscure the subject
matter of the present invention. The terms and names of
elements used herein are chosen for ease of description
and may differ from names used in actual products.
[0009] In a gate drive circuit of the present invention,
switching elements may be implemented as n-type or p-
type MOSFET (metal oxide semiconductor field effect
transistor) transistors. It should be noted that, although
the following exemplary embodiment exemplifies n-type
transistors, the present invention is not limited to them.
A transistor is a three-electrode device with gate, source,
and drain. The source is an electrode that provides car-
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riers to the transistor. The carriers in the transistor flow
from the source. The drain is an electrode where the car-
riers leave the transistor. That is, carriers in a MOSFET
flow from the source to the drain. In the case of an n-type
MOSFET (NMOS), the carriers are electrons, and thus
the source voltage is lower than the drain voltage so that
the electrons flow from the source to the drain. In the n-
type MOSFET, since the electrons flow from the source
to the drain, current flows from the drain to the source.
In the case of a p-type MOSFET (PMOS), the carriers
are holes, and thus the source voltage is higher than the
drain voltage so that the holes flow from the source to
the drain. In the p-type MOSFET, since the holes flow
from the source to the drain, current flows from the source
to the drain. It should be noted that the source and drain
of a MOSFET are not fixed in position. For example, the
source and drain of the MOSFET are interchangeable
depending on the applied voltage. In the following exem-
plary embodiment, the invention should not be limited by
the source and drain of a transistor.
[0010] "Turn-on voltage", as used in this specification,
refers to the operating voltage of a transistor. In this spec-
ification, an exemplary embodiment is described with re-
spect to an n-type transistor, and thus the turn-on voltage
is defined as high-potential voltage.
[0011] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a display device
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention. Referring to FIG. 1, a display device of this
invention comprises a display panel 100, a timing con-
troller 110, a data driver 120, and a gate driver 130 and
140.
[0012] The display panel 100 comprises a pixel array
100A where data lines DL and gate lines GL are defined
and pixels are arranged, and a non-display area 100B
around the pixel array 100A where various signal lines
or pads are formed. For the display panel 100, a liquid
crystal display (LCD), an organic light-emitting diode dis-
play (OLED), an electrophoresis display (EPD), etc. may
be used.
[0013] The timing controller 110 receives timing sig-
nals, such as a vertical synchronization signal Vsync, a
horizontal synchronization signal Hsync, a data enable
signal DE, and a dot clock DCLK, through an LVDS or
TMDS interface receiver circuit connected to a video
board. On the basis of an input timing signal, the timing
controller 110 generates data timing control signals DDC
for controlling the operation timing of the data driver 120
and gate timing control signals GDC for controlling the
operation timing of the gate driver 130 and 140.
[0014] The data timing control signals include a source
start pulse SSP, a source sampling clock SSC, a polarity
control signal POL, a source output enable signal SOE,
etc. The source start pulse SSP controls the shift start
timing of the source drive ICs 120. The source sampling
clock SSC is a clock signal that controls the timing of
data sampling in the source drive ICs 120 with respect
to the rising edge or falling edge.
[0015] The gate timing control signals include a start

pulse VST, a gate clock CLK, etc. The start pulse VST
is input into a shift register SR to control the shift start
timing. The gate clock CLK is level-shifted by the level
shifter 130 and then input into the shift register SR.
[0016] The data driver 120 comprises a plurality of
source drive ICs (integrated circuits). The source drive
ICs receive digital video data RGB and a source timing
control signal DDC from the timing controller 110. The
source drive ICs convert digital video data RGB into gam-
ma voltages in response to the source timing control sig-
nal DDC to produce data voltages and supply them
through the data lines DL on the display panel 100.
[0017] The gate driver 130 and 140 comprises the level
shifter 130 and a GIP circuit section 140.
[0018] The level shifter 130 is formed on a printed cir-
cuit board (not shown) that is connected to the display
panel 100 and is for example provided in the form of an
IC. The level shifter 130 level-shifts clock signals CLK
and start signal VST by the control of the timing controller
10, and then supplies them to the shift register SR.
[0019] FIG. 2 is a view of a GIP circuit section according
to the present invention.
[0020] Referring to FIG. 2, the GIP circuit section 140
is formed by a combination of a plurality of thin-film tran-
sistors (hereinafter, "TFTs") in the non-display area 100B
of the display panel 100, using the gate-in-panel (here-
inafter, "GIP") technology, and sequentially outputs gate
pulses. To this end, the GIP circuit section 140 comprises
a node controller NCON and a shift register SR.
[0021] A plurality of signal lines CLK_L, VDD_L,
AVGL_L, GVGL_L, and DRST_L to be supplied with driv-
ing signals and driving voltages from the timing controller
110 or a power supply part are provided at one side of
the GIP circuit section 140. Meanwhile, a first reset signal
input line BRST_L is not connected to other circuit sec-
tions but configured to float in the display panel 100.
[0022] The node controller NCON controls the voltage
level of the nodes in the shift register SR. Specifically,
the node controller NCON may control the node of the
first reset signal input line BRST_L. The node controller
NCON comprises a first reset signal generator T1 N, a
first reset voltage holder T2N, and a first reset line dis-
charge controller T3N.
[0023] The first reset signal generator T1N may consist
of a transistor comprising a gate electrode G connected
to the gate-low voltage input line GVGL_L, a drain elec-
trode D connected to the high-potential voltage input line
VDD_L, and a source electrode S connected to the first
reset signal input line BRST_L. The first reset signal gen-
erator T1 N applies a high-potential voltage VDD input
from the high-potential voltage input line VDD_L to the
first reset signal input line BRST_L, in response to a turn-
on voltage input into the gate-low voltage input line
GVGL_L. The gate-low voltage input line GVGL_L main-
tains the turn-on voltage during the vertical blanking in-
terval VB of each frame, and maintains a turn-off voltage
during the active period AT.
[0024] The first reset line voltage holder T2N compris-
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es a gate electrode G connected to the input line of the
[i-4]th gate clock CLK[i-4], a drain electrode D connected
to the first reset signal input line BRST_L, and a source
electrode S connected to the gate-low voltage input line
GVGL_L.
[0025] The first reset line discharge controller T3N
comprises a gate electrode G connected to the second
reset signal input line DRST_L, a drain electrode D con-
nected to the first reset signal input line BRST_L, and a
source electrode S connected to the gate-low voltage
input line GVGL_L. A second reset signal DRST is input
at the initial stage of the active period AT after the end
of the vertical blanking interval VB, and a second low-
potential voltage VSS2 is input into the gate-low voltage
input line GVGL_L during the active period AT. As a re-
sult, when the active period AT begins, the first reset line
discharge controller T3N discharges the first reset signal
input line BRST_L to the second low-potential voltage
VSS2, in response to the second reset signal DRST.
[0026] The shift register SR outputs gate pulses, cor-
responding to gate clocks CLK and start pulses VST. The
shift register SR comprises a plurality of stages connect-
ed as a cascade. Although FIG. 2 depicts a shift register
SR consisting of n stages STG corresponding to n gate
lines, the number of stages STG is not limited to this. For
example, the stages may comprise a dummy stage that
generates a carry signal or a succeeding signal NEXT.
In what follows, "preceding stage" refers to a stage po-
sitioned above a reference stage. For example, a pre-
ceding stage indicates one of the first stage STG1 to (i-
1)th stage STG(i-1), with respect to the ith stage STGi (i
is a natural number where 1<i<n). "Succeeding stage"
refers to a state positioned below the reference stage.
For example, a succeeding stage indicates one of the
[i+1]th stage STG(i+1) to nth stage, with respect to the
ith stage STGi (i is a natural number where 1<i<n).
[0027] The stages STG of the shift register SR sequen-
tially output gate pulses Gout[1] to Gout[n]. For example,
the ith stage STGi outputs the ith gate pulse Gouti, and
the nth stage STGn outputs the nth gate pulse Gout[n].
To this end, the stages STG receive one of the gate clocks
CLK that are sequentially delayed.
[0028] The [i-4]th gate pulse Gout[i-4] is applied to the
[i-4]th gate line and also serves as a carry signal that is
passed to the ith stage STGi. The [i+4]th gate pulse
Gout[i+4] is applied to the [i+4]th gate line and also serves
as a succeeding signal NEXT that is applied to the ith
stage STGi. FIG. 2 is based on an embodiment in which
the gate clocks CLK have 8 phases and the gate pulses
overlap during 4 horizontal periods H, as shown in FIG.
4, but the carry signal and the succeeding signal NEXT
are not limited to this embodiment.
[0029] FIG. 3 is a view showing the configuration of
one of the stages shown in FIG. 2. FIG. 4 is a view show-
ing the timings of driving signals input into the stage of
FIG. 3 and output signals. Although FIG. 3 depicts the
node controller of FIG. 2 as well in order to show the
connection to the stage, the node controller is not pro-

vided at every stage as mentioned above.
[0030] Referring to FIGS. 1 to 4, the ith stage STGi (i
is a natural number less than or equal to "i-4") comprises
a pull-up transistor Tpu, a pull-down transistor Tpd, a
start controller T1, and a plurality of transistors.
[0031] The pull-up transistor Tpu comprises a gate
electrode connected to a Q node, a drain electrode con-
nected to the input of a gate clock CLK, and a source
electrode connected to the output Npout.
[0032] The pull-down transistor Tpd comprises a gate
electrode connected to a QB node, a drain electrode con-
nected to the output Nout, and a source electrode con-
nected to a gate-low voltage input.
[0033] The start controller T1 may consist of a transis-
tor comprising gate and drain electrodes connected to a
start pulse input terminal VST_P and a source electrode
connected to the Q node. The start pulse input terminal
VST_P receives one of first to fourth start pulses VST1
to VST4 or a carry signal. The start pulse input terminals
VST_P of the first to fourth stages STG1 to STG4 receive
the first to fourth start pulses VST1 to VST4, respectively,
and the start pulse input terminal VST_P of the ith stage
STGi receives the [i-4]th gate pulse Gout[i-4], which is a
carry signal.
[0034] A second transistor T2 comprises a gate elec-
trode connected to the second reset signal input line
DRST_L, a drain electrode connected to the high-poten-
tial voltage input line VDD_L, and a source electrode con-
nected to the QB node. The second transistor T2 charges
the QB node in response to the second reset signal
DRST.
[0035] A third transistor T3 comprises a gate electrode
that receives a gate clock bar signal, a drain electrode
connected to the high-potential voltage input line VDD_L,
and a source electrode connected to a QA node. The
gate clock bar signal means a gate clock that is opposite
in phase to the gate clock applied to the drain electrode
of the pull-up transistor Tpu. In a shift register using an
8-phase gate clock, as in the present invention, the gate
clock bar signal of the ith stage STGi refers to the [i-4]th
gate clock CLK[i-4]. The third transistor T3 charges the
QA node in response to the [i-4]th gate clock CLK[i-4].
[0036] A fourth transistor T4 comprises a gate elec-
trode connected to the QA node, a drain electrode con-
nected to the high-potential voltage input line VDD_L,
and a source electrode connected to the QB node. The
fourth transistor T4 charges the QB node when the QA
node is charged.
[0037] A fifth transistor T5 comprises a gate electrode
connected to the Q node, a drain electrode connected to
the QA node, and a source electrode connected to the
gate-low voltage input line GVGL_L. The fifth transistor
T5 forms a current path between the QA node and the
gate-low voltage input line GVGL_L when the Q node is
charged.
[0038] A sixth transistor T6 comprises a gate electrode
connected to the first reset signal input line BRST_L, a
drain electrode connected to the QA node, a source elec-
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trode connected to the low-potential voltage input line
AVGL_L. The sixth transistor T6 discharges the QA node
to a first low-potential voltage VSS1 in response to the
first reset signal BRST.
[0039] A seventh transistor T7 comprises a gate elec-
trode connected to the QB node, a drain electrode con-
nected to the Q node, and a source electrode connected
to the gate-low voltage input line GVGL_L. The seventh
transistor T7 discharges the QB node when the Q node
is charged.
[0040] An eighth transistor T8 comprises a gate elec-
trode connected to the Q node, a drain electrode con-
nected to the QB node, and a source electrode connected
to the gate-low voltage input line GVGL_L. The eighth
transistor T8 discharges the Q node when the QB node
is charged.
[0041] A QB node discharge controller T9 comprises
a gate electrode connected to the first reset signal input
line BRST_L, a drain electrode connected to the QB
node, and a source electrode connected to the low-po-
tential voltage input line AVGL_L. The QB node dis-
charge controller T9 discharges the QB node to the first
low-potential voltage VSS1 in response to the first reset
signal BRST. The QB node discharge controller T9 dis-
charges the QB node through the low-potential voltage
input line AVGL_L because it operates when the first re-
set signal input line BRST_L is gate-high VGH.
[0042] A tenth transistor T10 comprises a gate elec-
trode connected to the first reset signal input line
BRST_L, a drain electrode connected to the output Nout,
and a source electrode connected to the low-potential
voltage input line AVGL_L. The tenth transistor T10 dis-
charges the output Nout to the first low-potential voltage
VSS1 in response to the first reset signal BRST.
[0043] An eleventh transistor T11 comprises a gate
electrode connected to a succeeding signal input
NEXT_P, a drain electrode connected to the Q node, and
a source electrode connected to the gate-low voltage in-
put line GVGL_L. The eleventh transistor T11 discharges
the voltage of the Q node to the second low-potential
voltage VSS_2 in response to a succeeding signal NEXT.
[0044] A Q node discharge controller T4N comprises
a gate electrode connected to the gate-low voltage input
line GVGL_L, a drain electrode connected to the Q node,
and a source electrode connected to the low-potential
voltage input line AVGL_L.
[0045] The operation of the GIP circuit section 140 with
the above configuration will be described as follows.
[0046] A frame period is divided into an active period
AT and a vertical blanking interval VB.
[0047] FIG. 5 is a view of an active period and a vertical
blanking interval based on the VESA (Video Electronics
Standards Association) standards.
[0048] Referring to FIG. 5, the active period AT is the
time taken for the display panel 100 to display an amount
of data equal to 1 frame on all pixels in the display area
100A where an image is displayed.
[0049] The vertical blanking interval VB comprises a

vertical sync time VS, a vertical front porch FP, and a
vertical back porch BP. The vertical sync time VS is the
time between the falling edge of Vsync and the rising
edge, indicating the start (or end) timing of a picture. The
vertical front porch FP is the time between the falling
edge of the last DE, which is the data timing of the final
line of one frame, and the start of the vertical blanking
interval VB. The vertical back porch BP is the time be-
tween the end of the vertical blanking interval VB and the
rising edge of the first DE, which is the data timing of the
first line of one frame.
[0050] During the vertical blanking interval VB, a gate-
high voltage VGH is applied to the gate-low voltage input
line GVGL_L.
[0051] The first reset signal generator T1 N turns on in
response to the gate-high voltage VGH, and charges the
first reset signal input line BRST_L with the high-potential
voltage VDD. In this way, the first reset signal input line
BRST_L receives the first reset signal BRST through the
first reset signal generator T1 N located in the GIP circuit
section 140, rather than from a separate drive circuit.
Accordingly, the display device of this invention may re-
duce the size of the drive circuit that generates the first
reset signal. Since the first reset signal BRST of this in-
vention is generated from within the display panel 100,
the first reset signal input line BRST_L requires no con-
nection to a drive circuit outside the display panel. This
allows for sufficient design margin between the GIP cir-
cuit section 140 of the display panel and separate drive
circuits.
[0052] When the first reset signal input line BRST_L is
charged with the high-potential voltage VDD, the QB
node discharge controller T9 and the tenth transistor T10
turn on. As the QB node discharge controller T9 turns
on, it discharges the QB node to the first low-potential
voltage VSS1, and the tenth transistor T10 discharges
the output Nout to the first low-potential voltage VSS1.
[0053] In this way, the gate-high voltage VGH applied
to the gate-low voltage input line GVGL_L during the ver-
tical blanking interval VB causes the QB node and output
Nout of each stage STG to be reset to the first low-po-
tential voltage VSS1. Since the QB node maintains the
first low-potential voltage VSS1, the pull-down transistor
Tpd and the seventh transistor T7 remain turned off, and
thus they are subjected to less stress.
[0054] After the end of the vertical blanking interval VB
of the (k-1)th frame (k is a natural number), the second
reset signal input line DRST_L receives the second reset
signal DRST during the initial period of the kth frame.
[0055] The first reset line discharge controller T3N
forms a current path between the reset signal input line
BRST_L and the gate-low voltage input line GVGL_L in
response to the second reset signal DRST. Since the
second low-potential voltage VSS2 is input into the gate-
low voltage input line GVGL_L after the end of the vertical
blanking interval VB, the first reset line discharge con-
troller T3N discharges the first reset signal input line
BRST_L to the second low-potential voltage VSS2 in re-
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sponse to the second reset signal DRST.
[0056] While the second reset signal DRST is applied,
the second transistor T2 turns on to charge the QB node.
Since the QB node maintains the first low-potential volt-
age VSS1 during the vertical blanking interval VB, the Q
node floats. The second transistor T2 charges the QB
node in response to the second reset signal DRST, and
the seventh transistor T7 discharges the Q node. As a
result, the first reset line discharge controller T3N pre-
vents the Q node from floating by keeping the Q node at
the second low-potential voltage VSS2 before input of a
gate clock CLK.
[0057] The start controller T1 pre-charges the Q node
in response to a start pulse VST. The start controllers T1
arranged at the first to fourth stages STG1 to STG4 re-
ceive the first to fourth start pulses VST1 to VST4, re-
spectively, and the start controllers T1 arranged at the
fifth to ith stages STG5 to STGi receive the gate pulse
output from the [i-4]th stage.
[0058] When a gate clock CLK is input into the drain
electrode of the pull-up transistor Tpu while the Q node
is in the pre-charged state, the voltage at the drain elec-
trode of the pull-up transistor Tpu rises, thus allowing the
Q node to be bootstrapped. As the Q node is boot-
strapped, the potential difference between the gate and
source of the pull-up transistor Tpu increases, and as a
result, the pull-up transistor Tpu turns on when the volt-
age difference between the gate and source reaches a
threshold voltage. The turned-on pull-up transistor Tpu
charges the output Nout by using the gate clock CLK.
The output Nout of the ith stage STGi is connected to the
ith gate line GLi, and the gate pulse Gouti is applied to
the ith gate line GLi.
[0059] The gate electrode of the eleventh transistor
T11 receives a succeeding signal NEXT after the gate
clock CLK is inverted to low level. The Q node discharge
controller T6 turns on in response to the succeeding sig-
nal NEXT, and, as a result, the voltage at the Q node is
discharged to the low-potential voltage VSS1.
[0060] The gate-low voltage of the gate clock CLK is
set to the second low-potential voltage VSS2, which is
lower than the first low-potential voltage VSS1. As a re-
sult, the fall time of the gate pulse Gout is reduced during
discharge of the Q node, as shown in FIG. 6. This is
because, the larger the voltage difference, the faster the
discharge. Thus, the fall time Tf1, during which the gate
clock decreases to the second low-potential voltage
VSS2, is shorter than the fall time Tf2, during which the
gate clock decreases to the first low-potential voltage
VSS1, and therefore the fall time of the gate pulse Gout
may be reduced.
[0061] Within the active period, the third transistor T3
charges the QA node in response to the [i-4]th gate clock
CLK[i-4]. That is, the QA node maintains the high-poten-
tial voltage VDD in the period during which the ith gate
clock CLKi is not input. The fourth transistor T4 charges
the QB node in response to the voltage at the QA node.
The ith gate clock CLKi refers to the gate clock CLK that

is applied to the drain electrode of the pull-up transistor
Tpu in order to determine the output timing of the gate
pulse output from the ith stage STGi.
[0062] The fifth transistor T5 keeps the fourth transistor
T4 from operating in the period during which the Q node
is charged. That is, the fifth transistor T5 discharges the
QA node while the start pulse VST and the ith gate clock
CLKi are input, so as to keep the fourth transistor T4 from
operating.
[0063] The first reset line voltage holder T2N discharg-
es the first reset signal input line BRST_L to the second
low-potential voltage VSS2 in response to the [i-4]th gate
clock CLK[i-4]. Since the first reset signal generator T1
N is turned off during the active period AT, the first reset
signal input line BRST_L floats during the active period
AT. The first reset line voltage holder T2N discharges
the first reset signal input line BRST_L to the second-
potential voltage VSS2 while the ith gate clock CIKi is
not input, thereby preventing the first reset signal input
line BRST_L from floating.
[0064] The sixth transistor T6 discharges the QA node
when the first reset signal input line BRST_L is at the
high-potential voltage, so as to keep the fourth transistor
T4 from operating. The fourth transistor T4 is subject to
a lot of stress because it is turned on for a long time during
the active period AT. Since the fourth transistor T4 does
not need to operate during the vertical blanking interval
VB, the sixth transistor T6 discharges the QA node during
the vertical blanking interval VB so as to keep the fourth
transistor T4 from operating. Notably, the gate-high volt-
age VGH is applied to the gate-low voltage input line
GVGL_L during the vertical blanking interval VB, and
thus the sixth transistor T6 is connected to the low-po-
tential voltage input line AVGL_L.
[0065] The Q node discharge controller T4N discharg-
es the Q node to the first low-potential voltage VSS1 dur-
ing the vertical blanking interval VB to prevent the Q node
from floating.
[0066] FIG. 7 is a waveform diagram of a simulation
result of a first reset signal generated by a shift register
according to the present invention. FIG. 8 is a waveform
diagram of a first reset signal generated by a drive circuit
such as a timing controller. As shown in FIG. 7, the
present invention allows for generating a first reset signal
with the same level of reliability as in the conventional
art, without using a separate drive circuit. That is, the
present invention can reduce the size of drive circuits,
provide sufficient design margin, and maintain the relia-
bility of shift register operation.
[0067] Although embodiments have been described
with reference to a number of illustrative embodiments
thereof, it should be understood that numerous other
modifications and embodiments can be devised by those
skilled in the art that will fall within the scope of the prin-
ciples of this disclosure. More particularly, various vari-
ations and modifications are possible in the component
parts and/or arrangements of the subject combination
arrangement within the scope of the disclosure, the draw-
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ings and the appended claims. In addition to variations
and modifications in the component parts and/or arrange-
ments, alternative uses will also be apparent to those
skilled in the art.

Claims

1. A display device comprising:

a pixel array (100A) where data lines (DL1, DL2,
DLn-1, DLn) and gate lines (GL1, GL2, GLn-1,
GLn) are defined and pixels are arranged in a
matrix;
a shift register (SR) comprising a plurality of
stages (STG1, STGi, STGn) connected as a
cascade and configured to sequentially supply
gate pulses to the gate lines (GL1, GL2, GLn-1,
GLn); and
a node controller (NCON) configured to control
nodes in the shift register (SR),
wherein the ith stage (STGi) of the plurality of
stages, wherein i is a natural number between
1 and the number of stages, comprises:

a pull-up transistor (Tpu) configured to
charge an output (Nout) of the ith stage in
response to a Q node voltage to output the
ith gate pulse of the gate pulses;
a pull-down transistor (Tpd) configured to
discharge the output (Nout) of the ith stage
to a gate-low voltage in response to a QB
node voltage;
a start controller (T1) configured to pre-
charge the Q node in response to a start
pulse or a gate pulse other than the ith gate
pulse; and
a QB node discharge controller (T9) config-
ured to discharge the QB node to a first low-
potential voltage (VSS1) in response to a
voltage at a first reset signal input line
(BRST_L);
wherein the node controller (NCON) com-
prises a first reset signal generator (T1 N)
consisting of a gate electrode connected to
a gate-low voltage input line (GVGL_L), a
drain electrode connected to a high-poten-
tial voltage input line (VDD_L), and a source
electrode connected to the first reset signal
input line (BRST_L),
wherein the first reset signal generator (T1
N) is configured to charge the first reset sig-
nal input line (BRST_L) in response to a
turn-on voltage applied to the gate-low volt-
age input line (GVGL_L), during a vertical
blanking interval of each frame of a plurality
of frames.

2. The display device of claim 1, wherein the first reset
signal input line (BRST_L) is configured to float when
the first reset signal generator (T1 N) is turned off.

3. The display device of claim 1 or 2, wherein the node
controller (NCON) is disposed at either the top or
bottom of the shift register (SR) in a display panel.

4. The display device of any one of claims 1 to 3, where-
in the gate-low voltage input line (GVGL_L) is con-
figured to receive a second low-potential voltage
(VSS2) whose voltage level is lower than the first
low-potential voltage (VSS1), except during the ver-
tical blanking interval.

5. The display device of claim 4, wherein the second
low-potential voltage (VSS2) is at the same voltage
level as the low-potential voltage of a gate clock ap-
plied to the drain electrode of the pull-up transistor
(Tpu).

6. The display device of claim 4 or 5, wherein the node
controller (NCON) further comprises a first reset line
discharge controller (T3N) consisting of a gate elec-
trode connected to a second reset signal input line
(DRST_L), a drain electrode connected to the first
reset signal input line (BRST_L), and a source elec-
trode connected to the gate-low voltage input line
(GVGL_L),
wherein the first reset line discharge controller (T3N)
is configured to discharge the first reset signal input
line (BRST_L) to the second low-potential voltage
(VSS2) in response to a turn-on voltage applied to
the second reset signal input line (DRST_L) at the
initial stage of an active period.

7. The display device of any one of claims 4 to 6, where-
in the node controller (NCON) further comprises a
first reset line voltage holder (T2N) consisting of a
gate electrode configured to receive a gate clock bar
signal, a drain electrode connected to the first reset
signal input line (BRST_L), and a source electrode
connected to the gate-low voltage input line
(GVGL_L).

8. The display device of any one of claims 4 to 7, where-
in the ith stage (STGi) further comprises a Q node
discharge controller (T4N) configured to discharge
the Q node voltage to the first low-potential voltage
(VSS1) in response to the voltage at the gate-low
voltage input line (GVGL_L).
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